
Hello Readers,
By now, you've likely read memes joking about the ways that this year feels like a sci-fi novel. It

seems like each month brings us yet another stressful national or world event. We started the

year well into the midst of figuring out how to help Australians contain and recover from massive

bushfires. Around that same time, we began to hear about a virus outbreak in China that quickly

spread around the globe. As you are all very much aware, the US is bringing to light another

systemic problem that has been going on for much longer than COVID-19. The President of the

American Psychological Association said it well when she called our national struggles a "Racism

Pandemic."

If you are like me, simply reviewing the events of 2020 has put you on edge. I've not talked with a

single person who has felt spared from the anxiety, overwhelm, and uncertainty these stressors

have caused. Despite this, many people have felt like they are the only one struggling. In thinking

of newsletter topics, I felt it was important to destigmatize these reactions and offer coping

strategies for what may come in the second half of 2020. 
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Sleep issues.

Because many of us are sleeping more (or

later into the morning), we are remembering

more vivid dreams. Pay attention to the

emotions in your dreams. They are likely

speaking to how you are feeling in your real

life. Attending to these emotions during the

day will help shift your dreams at night.

Sleep is a vulnerable state. If you are feeling

uncertain or unsafe during your waking

hours, it may be hard to convince your brain

that it is safe enough to fall and stay asleep. 

Calming nighttime routines are important.

Turn off the news, limit screens, listen to a

"sleep story" podcast, aim to get early

morning sun to help set your Circadian

rhythm.

Many of us are drinking more alcohol as a

way to "unwind" at the end of the day.

Researchers have found that alcohol use

hurts our sleep quality. It is also a

depressant...something to avoid if you are

already feeling depressed.

Tension!

Do a quick scan of your muscles. Where are

you holding tension? Are you holding your

breath? Consider gently massaging and

stretching tight muscles throughout the day.

Google relaxation and breathing exercises or

download an app like Calm or Shine that

offers guided exercises.

 

Emotional and relationship changes.

How irritable, anxious, and impatient have

you been feeling? It helps to talk with a

supportive friend about your feelings.

Bottling your emotions doesn't make them

disappear.

Accept that you are likely going to be

showing up imperfectly in your relationships.

Needing to over-control your life.

When life feels out of control, we can easily

slip into forcing a rigid structure to fight

against our feelings of uncertainty. These

feelings drive us to over-manage and over-

schedule our lives, refusing to delegate work.

Is this happening to you? Can you consciously

try to self-correct?

Feeling isolated.

We need connection and belonging to feel at

our healthiest. Though it is work to figure out

how to connect with others virtually, it is

worth the effort. Call and text your friends

and family. Invite people to a socially

distanced gathering. Explore ways you can

donate your time to help others remotely.

Common Reactions to Stressful Events

@drjennhardy
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Give yourself permission to take a night off.

I get that this may not always be possible.

This is why it is all the more important to

protect your breaks when you can.

Systemic change happens when each of us

does our part. For COVID-19, this means

washing our hands, wearing face masks,

and staying home. For Black Lives Matter, it

means developing an action plan you can

hold yourself accountable to. This action

plan cannot mean guilting yourself for

going to bed early when you are exhausted

or punishing yourself for spending time with

your hobbies.

Prioritize basic self-care.

This includes staying hydrated, gentle

exercise, getting plenty of sleep, sticking to

a schedule, not skipping meals,

meditation/prayer, etc.

If you are concerned that you are sick but

afraid to go to a doctor, call them!

Healthcare professionals have all carefully

considered how to help their patients get

the care they need without transmitting

COVID-19.

Set limits around how much news you

consume.

Set a timer to help you keep track.

Delete news apps from your phone.

Before hanging out, ask friends if you can

limit how much time is spent talking

about the news.

Invest your time well.

Getting into arguments on the Internet

with strangers likely isn't going to be as

impactful as one-on-one conversations

with people you know in real life. It's OK

to back away from relationships with

people who refuse to honor your

boundaries and values.

It isn't enough to complain on the

Internet. Take action! Educate yourself.

Call your elected officials.

Don't go it alone.

If you find  you are struggling mentally

and emotionally, then reach out to

supportive friends and family. 

Consider finding a therapist (see Vol. 1 of

my newsletter).

Check out my Resources page for crisis

support lines.@drjennhardy

Burnout Prevention for Chronic Stress


